


INTRODUCTION

Cryptocurrencies have become popular throughout the world and
a lot of investors that saw the potential very early have enjoyed
profits beyond their wildest dreams. Crypto has elevated ordinary
people to the status of millionaires, and millionaires to the status
of billionaires and we’re just getting started. 

Blockchain technology has made decentralized finance a dream
come true. Decentralized Finance, or Defi has unveiled the true
essence of crypto and has put the power of wealth in the hands
of the people. Locking up the world’s money in centralized vaults
controlled by 1% of 1% of the world's population will reduce
drastically because of DeFi.

The good news is that crypto has great potential and most coins
are still in their early stages of development. However, we're
seeing a growing number of individual and institutional investors
enter the blockchain industry.

EARN
REWARDS

IN BNB



BNB Inu. is a cryptocurrency on the Binance Smart Chain
that gives rewards in BNB to token holders. As it stands,
the global cryptocurrency market is now valued at $1.5
trillion and BNB owns a whopping $50 billion in market
capitalization. While your BNB Inu. tokens continue to
grow in value, you can also earn BNB in rewards by
holding.

This token presents you the rare opportunity to earn in
two ways. BNB is the native coin of one of the most
popular exchanges in the crypto world and it also has
great potential of rising in value. Just by holding the
BNB Inu. token in your wallet, you receive automatic
BNB rewards. You can view your total BNB earned on
the dashboard on our website, and rewards are
distributed every 6 hours. 

However, the idea is not for holders to earn with BNB
alone. With our strong penetration strategy and
unparalleled marketing, we intend to put BNB Inu. on the
forefront of all marketing channels and all crypto
currency platforms. This would boost the value of BNB
Inu. token while our token holders continue to earn BNB
rewards.

BNB INU.



BNB Inu. has a total supply of 1 Trillion tokens. For
every transaction, there is a 10% transaction fee. 7% of
the fee is distributed as BNB rewards to all BNB Inu.
token holders, while 2% is added to the liquidity pool
to increase liquidity. 1% is added as marketing tax to
help grow BNB Inu. and reward our community by
gaining maximum exposure. Additionally all LP's will be
locked upon launch.

BNB rewards are distributed with respect to the
amount of BNB Inu. tokens you hold. This means
holders with a higher number of tokens will receive
more BNB rewards. You can access your BNB rewards
on the dashboard on our website and rewards are
automatically distributed every 6 hours. 

TOKENOMICS


